
A range of reliable and cost effective 
dishwashing machines for offices of all sizes

Miele Professional

Dishwashing solutions  
for offices.



Breakfast, lunch breaks, meetings, appointments with clients, 
events – in modern business life, there is no shortage of 
reasons for serving tea or coffee, or leaving crockery to pile up 
in the kitchen. 

Miele Professional machines are renowned 

for their reliability, durability and efficiency, 

and are an ideal solution for 

the office or agency where 

costs and minimal downtime 

are key factors. 

Quick, powerful and 

convenient – just as 

you imagine your ideal 

dishwasher should be. Small 

to medium size offices will 

welcome the convenient 

features of the ProfiLine 

freestanding, built-under 

and integrated machines, as 

well as the routinely spotless 

cleaning results. Larger 

offices needing to wash up to 40 loads per 

day should look to our freshwater PG 8059 

for wash cycles from 5 

minutes, 85°C hygienic 

final rinse temperature and 

cheaper operating costs. 

But for the largest offices 

continuously needing clean 

glasses and crockery, you 

can’t go past our PG8166 

tank dishwasher and it’s 

55 second wash cycle that 

manages the busiest of 

periods with ease.
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Introduction

Working with Miele means that we have the 
assurance of working with the market leader, and we 
know that we are getting some of the most energy 

efficient products on the market. In addition, we can 
rely on comprehensive and reliable service support.  

I really can’t recommend it enough.
Mark Holmes

OSJCT

3.

Miele Professional 
dishwashers excel 

in terms of extremely 
low consumption 

and are acclaimed 
for maximum 

efficiency. Products 
are designed to 
achieve perfect 

dishwashing results 
by using recyclable 

materials and no 
more water, energy 
and detergents than 
absolutely necessary



Freestanding or under-bench dishwasher
Every day in offices and legal practices, 
car dealerships, boutiques and 
hairdressing salons, a small snack or a 
cup of coffee is part of the daily routine. 
Plates, cups, cutlery and crockery can build-up quickly and 

throughout the day. The PG 8130 handles small mountains 

of crockery easily and ensures that everything is clean and 

available again swiftly.

With its compact dimensions and easy installation, the PG 

8130 is the ideal appliance for small kitchens. As a freestanding 

machine, the dishwasher can be positioned anywhere with 

access to water and drainage, and the hard-wearing laminate 

top offers additional counter workspace making it ideal for 

kitchens with limited space. Alternatively, by removing the 

lid, the PG 8130 can easily be converted to an under-bench 

dishwasher, perfectly integrating into an existing kitchen.

813
place setting professional 

program options

29min
shortest wash cycle

Casey Best 
Macquarie Bank

Well regarded for longevity and 
efficiency, combined with good 
experiences using the machines 

elsewhere, Miele Professional 
was our product of choice.

5.

ProfLine

Freestanding or built-under dishwasher PG 8130 

Cycles per day 5 

Shortest cycle time 29 minutes 

Number of programs 8 

Water connection CW or HW, max 60°C

External dimensions H/W/D (mm) 805-845*/598/600 

Comfort close • 

AutoOpen drying  • 

Perfect GlassCare • 

FlexiTimer with EcoStart •

Maximum rinse temperature 82°C 

WiFiConn@ct  • 

WaterProof System/ Door locking option • 

Optional accessory for liquid  •
detergent dispensing

Power connection 230V 50Hz 16amp 
 convertable to 10amp
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16A
power connection

* with or without lid dimensions

Small  
Office



Integrated dishwasher
Fast, powerful, convenient – all attributes 
of the perfect small office dishwasher.

13
place setting

5

Despite being a commercial machine, you can expect 

many convenient features from our PG8130i dishwasher. 

The ‘short’ program cycle time is only 29 minutes and acts 

like a fully developed wash program, achieving 70°C in the 

main wash. Automatic door opening at the end of the wash 

programme ensures perfectly dry crockery, WifiConn@ct 

and the Mielepro@mobile app allows remote tracking of 

programs, monitoring and ordering supplies, and connection 

option for liquid detergent dispensers – the ProfiLine 

commercial dishwashers provide a wealth of handy features.

Simple to operate thanks to the clear fascia panel design, 

the PG 8130i seamlessly integrates with any office kitchen, 

staff or utility room. The panel under the fascia control 

can be matched to any kitchen cabinetry, alternatively, a 

CleanSteel or white door panel can be purchased separately 

for a simple and smart aesthetic.

cycles per day 
maximum

82°C
final rinse 

temperature

I like the fact that Miele units 
are hardworking machines 

that are ‘fit for purpose’. Whilst 
being powerful, the units are 

still very quiet during operation.
Michael Cramp 

Nespresso
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ProfLine 

Integrated dishwasher PG 8130i

Cycles per day 5 

Shortest cycle time 29 minutes 

Number of programs 8 

Water connection CW or HW, max 60°C

External dimensions H/W/D (mm) 805/598/570 

Comfort close • 

AutoOpen drying  • 

Perfect GlassCare • 

FlexiTimer with EcoStart •

Maximum rinse temperature 82°C 

WiFiConn@ct  • 

WaterProof System/ Door locking option • 

Optional accessory for liquid  •
detergent dispensing

Power connection 230V 50Hz 16amp 
 convertable to 10amp
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16A
power connection

Small  
Office



Perfect integration into the office kitchen and 
premium surfaces – that is how a dishwasher 
should look.

Fully integrated dishwasher

Our PG 8133 SCVi XXL dishwasher has extremely quick cycle time of 

only 22 minutes with hot water connection (using the ‘short’ program) 

and easily handles large amounts of cutlery. Cookery schools, active 

office kitchens or the self-employed will appreciate the extra large 

cabinet size and the 15 place setting, the patented 3D+ cutlery 

drawer and the outstanding technology of this Miele Professional 

dishwasher. Standard convenient features like comfort close that 

won’t rattle and break your plates if you close the door in a hurry, the 

WaterProof anti-leak system that will protect you from water damage 

throughout the machines lifetime*, and Brilliant Light with 4 LEDs to 

illuminate the entire interior cabinet for easy loading and unloading, 

makes our PG 8133 SCVi XXL the perfect choice.

9.

2215
place setting minutes shortest 

wash cycle

45dB
sound emissions

Steven Ellitt 
Royal Freemasons’ Benevolent Institution

We like that the machines are 
commercially appropriate and 
environmentally sustainable, 
and we have benefited the 
most from the reliability and 
leading edge technology.

ProfLine 

Fully integrated dishwasher PG 8133 SCVi XXL

Cycles per day 5 

Shortest cycle time 22 minutes 

Number of programs 8 

Water connection CW or HW, max 60°C

External dimensions H/W/D (mm) 845/598/570 

BrilliantLight •

Comfort close • 

AutoOpen drying  • 

Perfect GlassCare • 

FlexiTimer with EcoStart •

Maximum rinse temperature 82°C 

WiFiConn@ct  • 

WaterProof System/ Door locking option • 

Optional accessory for liquid  •
detergent dispensing

Power connection 230V 50Hz 25amp 
 convertable to 10amp

* Refer to user manual for further details.
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25A
power connection

Small  
Office



Miele’s freshwater dishwasher, 
characterised by high throughput and 
short cycle times, is the product of choice 
in meeting the highest demands on 
cleaning quality and hygiene requirements.

Freshwater dishwasher

The priorities of an office dishwasher are different. Whether you 

need the ability to wash up to 456 plates per hour, require final 

rinse temperatures of 85°C for maximum hygiene, or you value 

the ability to use glasses straight from the dishwasher without 

polishing, our freshwater PG8059 will suit. Wash cycles in just 5 

minutes with two intakes of freshwater in each wash, ensures the 

most stringent clean quality and hygiene requirements every time. 

With our simple-to-use controls, 13 programs and configurable 

baskets, this dishwasher will impress from day one.

85°C
final rinse 

temperature

456
plates per hour

5
minute shortest 

wash cycle

11.

Freshwater dishwater PG 8059 

Shortest cycle time 5 minutes 

Number of programs 13 

Water connection CW or HW, max 65°C

External dimensions H/W/D (mm) 820-835*/600/600 

AutoClose door locking •

AutoOpen brilliant drying • 

Perfect GlassCare • 

Aerosol steam condenser  • 

Maximum rinse temperature 85°C 

WaterProof System • 

Optional accessory for liquid  •
detergent dispensing

Option accessory for rinse aid dispensing •

Log book measures •

We’ve come to rely on the machines computer log 
for audits. In addition to showing temperature and 
holding times within programme cycles, it displays 
consumption data, operating hours and the service 

schedule. The AutoOpen cool down is a great 
feature; not only does it completely dry the contents, 

but it greatly reduces the risk of steam burns.

Micheal Cramp
Nespresso
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30A
power connection

* with or without lid dimensions

Medium  
Office



Tank dishwashers are the perfect choice 
wherever large mountains of crockery need 
to be washed in a short space of time.

Tank dishwasher

Their insatiable appetite for hard work has been taken to the 

next level by our new model PG 8166. Spotless glassware, 

perfectly clean crockery and sparkling cutlery feature specific 

programmes for all load types and degrees of soiling. This 

ensures delicate champagne cups are cleaned just as reliably 

and gently as plates with dried-on food residue. The PG 8166 

combines high throughput capacity with superb efficiency. Even 

in the standard programmes, water, electricity and detergent 

is used extremely sparingly, and consumption is reduced to a 

bare minimum in the Eco cycle. The high-quality design means 

less maintenance is required and the machine lasts longer, 

making it the product of choice for clients with economic 

considerations. With its concise and easily visible touch display, 

this machine is easy to operate without mistakes, and an eye-

catcher at all times.

90°C
rinse rinse 

temperature

1188 
plates per hour

55
seconds shortest 

cycle wash

13.

Freshwater dishwater PG 8166 

Shortest cycle time 55 seconds 

Number of programs 5 + programmable 

Water connection CW or HW, max 60°C

External dimensions H/W/D (mm) 820/600/617 

Freestanding unit with lid, can be built under •

Load-specific programmes • 

Internal dispenser pumps and siphons  • 

Maximum rinse temperature 90°C 

WaterProof System •

Integrated dispensing pump rinsing agent
 liquid cleaning agent

Spray arm monitoring •

Shahab Tabrizi
Simplot Australia

We chose Miele due 
to the machines being 

reliable and high-
quality construction.
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15L
tank volume

250,000
service life in wash cycles

Large  
Office



Office 360°

15.

The Miele Professional system for the office sector

True to the ‘Forever better’ principle, ensuring the 

highest of quality and production standards has 

pride of place at Miele. This is clearly evidenced 

throughout the entire process chain from the delivery 

of products to maintenance and machine repairs.

A Miele service network of Professional service 

technicians throughout Australia and New Zealand, 

means that help is available fast and without fuss. It 

even starts with delivery as Miele’s team of experts 

provides support in commissioning machines. Regular 

maintenance and inspections as well as professional 

care also ensures maximum safety in operation.

Thanks to the quality of Miele products ‘Made in 

Germany’, clients profit from extreme longevity and 

the availability of spare parts for up to 15 years – 

even if a machine is no longer listed.

15
years availability of 

spare parts

360o

service

Workshop 
service

Customer 
service

Repair Service

Spare 
parts

Connect &
Commissioning

360°  
service

Until the installation of our Miele 
equipment, we had a reputation for 
churning and burning our machines 

with increasing regularity. We 
combined our Miele machines with an 
annual  maintenance contract and they 
have continued to perform as well as 
they did when they were first installed.

Graham Thatcher
Ella Bache
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Performance

Although reliability is one of the major 
factors in choosing any Miele, it’s 
comforting to know it’s not at the 
expense of performance. All Miele 

dishwashing machines are designed, 
developed and tested to ensure 

optimum performance throughout the 
wash and dry process. Combining 

innovation and technology with Miele’s 
legendary build quality produces a 

range of high performing machines that 
won’t let you down. 

Efficiency

Economy and energy efficiency are 
closely linked and naturally important 
factors for the office sector. However, 

the savings gained from using less 
energy to achieve the same high quality 
results aren’t just limited to costs, they 
also reduce the impact on our natural 

environment. And it’s not just our carbon 
footprint that’s small, our range of 

dishwasher machines are designed to be 
space efficient, so even the smallest of 

rooms can maximise throughput.

Quality

Since 1899, Miele - a family run 
company - has subscribed to 
a clear corporate philosophy 

condensed into the two words 
‘Forever better’. This far-reaching 

claim is the bedrock of Miele’s 
proverbial quality and sustainability 

and the power of innovation of a 
brand ‘Made in Germany’. A brand 
promise which gives commercial 

users the certainty of having chosen 
the right product.

Dishwashing solutions for the office sector

Miele Australia Pty Ltd

1 Gilbert Park Drive, Knoxfield VIC 3180, Australia

1300 731 411        info@miele-professional.com.au 

        www.miele.com.au/professional

Miele New Zealand Limited

8 College Hill, Freemans Bay, Auckland 1060, New Zealand

0800 464 353


